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EDITORIAL

Living in a global environmental 
emergency ward – the need to address 

problems with science, action and speed

Welcome to the new Issue of the PNSIS. This piece is being written 
at the end of the summer, midway through another hurricane season 
in the Maritimes and this one purported to be noteworthy. So far, 
three storms have barreled up the Atlantic coast, with post-tropi-
cal storm Lee hitting us directly and with more predicted to come.  
This follows several months of unsettled weather, resulting in Nova 
Scotia being marred by wildfires, excessive rain, unusual and tragic 
flooding, and a slow recovery from last years, massive subtropical 
storm Fiona. Wildfires continue in Quebec and out west in Alberta, 
BC and the NWT, causing people to evacuate and resulting in enor-
mous loss of forests, homes and other community infrastructure. 
It has made Canadians across the country, especially residents of 
Nova Scotia, much more aware of extreme weather events and the 
changing climate, and wondering what the future holds for their 
descendants. 

During times of reflection about such issues, the environment in 
general, and with my head in an excellent autobiography penned by 
a distinguished environmental biologist (Ehrlich 2023), it appears as 
though we are currently living in an environmental emergency ward, 
the patients (forests, waters, coastal and ocean ecosystems, wildlife, 
our homes and communities, us!) coming in faster than they can 
be diagnosed, stabilized and treated. Although the gravity of these 
events may be accentuated by the 24 hour news cycle, it is clear that 
the problems we face are real, serious and a bit overwhelming.

Throughout much of my career as a marine environmental scientist, 
I have felt that based on the facts, humanity is in a dire environmental 
situation. This was predicted by some but until recently, not generally 
recognized. My first wake-up call to the challenges was as a young 
zoology graduate student involved in a global population conference 
in Fall,1968 (Regier and Falls 1969). It alerted me to the population 
explosion that was occurring throughout the 20th century (3.45 billion 
in 1968, now 8 billion in 2022), with many implications for society. 
Soon afterwards, I read the literature on global issues of concern  
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(e.g. Ehrlich 1968, Meadows et. al. 1972, Dubos and Ward 1972), 
spurred on by Silent Spring (Carson 1962). Then, in my first job con-
ducting fisheries research at sea, I saw firsthand the pollution, over 
fishing, and habitat damage in our Atlantic coastal waters. I contin-
ued studying and the rest is personal history, a career in the nascent 
Environment Canada and in academia. It was clear throughout that 
the list of environmental stressors is endless, against a back drop of 
greater numbers of people and global climate change.

Circa 2023 – on top of such problems, there is the continued and 
growing demand for resources (minerals, oil and gas, lumber, food, 
chemicals). We are clearly making huge demands of the planet, some 
saying that we have overshot that mark. What is our future with 8 
billion people all requiring a place to live, food, essentials, health 
care, and security? As Paul Ehrlich and others have asked – are we 
at the point of continuing to extract more resources from the earth 
each year than we are returning to it? Will food famines, mass migra-
tions and wars eventually overwhelm us, in addition to the current 
major environmental concerns of climate change, loss of biodiversity, 
over fishing, environmental contamination, etc.? Are we at a crucial 
tipping point for a livable planet? These are crucial questions that 
should engage us as citizens and scientists, be rigorously discussed, 
and foster an interdisciplinary approach to solutions with all haste.

I try to be optimistic. The good news is that many core problems 
are recognized, they are being well studied and considerable efforts 
are occurring to address them. There is much effort to optimize the 
science-information-policy – management interface. We should be 
especially thankful for the continued work of the United Nations and 
its many agencies and advisory groups; the UN is truly our Florence 
Nightingale in the efforts to care for people and the environment, 
and to respond to ongoing crises (wars, famines, earthquakes, floods, 
mass migration). Great strides have been made globally to increase 
food production and distribution. Advances in medicine continue, 
at times seemingly miraculous as shown by the rapid production of 
novel and effective vaccines in the recent (and still ongoing) Covid 
pandemic. Finally, diplomacy continues on many fronts to diffuse 
confrontations and increase understanding and cooperation in this 
rapidly changing world.

That said, there is an ongoing climate crisis, recognized now by 
most governments and influential groups. Climate change is here, 
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the globe is warming. This will be a primary concern for the rest of 
the century (see the references and the last IPCC report). As well, 
pandemics will likely recur as history repeats itself.

Solutions for many of the above mentioned problems have scientific, 
technological and social underpinnings. Reliable, salient and timely 
information is always needed, hence the continued role of science 
and the communications work of groups such as the NSIS. The NSIS 
should continue to be a hot bed of talks and actions on these important 
topics, utilizing the immense scientific resources of Nova Scotia and 
the Atlantic region. The problems that we face require discussion, 
collaboration, scientific and social understanding, and above all, 
timely decision making and action. 

In support of this, it is crucial to have the engagement of NSIS mem-
bers with those from other societies in NS and the region – working 
together, sharing reliable information, encouraging the engagement 
of young people, discussing key issues, and looking for solutions that 
work. That is the only way to look after our environment, ourselves 
and the future of the planet. Where we can, we must also engage the 
help, support and action of governments at all levels.

While you ponder this challenge, browse the content of this PNSIS 
issue. There are articles on a range of topics, from fungi to fish, 
developmental biology, climate change and science history, as well 
as remembrances to past distinguished NSIS members. For the first 
time, a report on the NSIS summer excursions of 2023 is included, 
and the book reviews remain popular with readers. 

Please consider contributing to the varied NSIS program of activi-
ties. Encourage your colleagues and students to join the NSIS and 
attend our monthly talks. Our journal, the PNSIS, is one voice piece 
for science and science-based action on crucial information-based 
issues in Nova Scotia and throughout the Maritimes. Consider sending 
in a contribution to the next Issue. Perhaps offer an alternative view 
to this polemic, penned by a “despairing optimist” (Dubos 1970) in 
a year of much change and concern for our future.
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